The basic problem in underwater detection is formulated under the general assumptions of partially saturated propagation of narrow-band and acoustic signals. Expressions for the joint probability density function (PDF} ofp, the short-time average root-mcan-square pressure at the receiver are obtained. This joint PDF is a general result reducing to the PDF's for the fully saturated and the unsaturated cases for limiting values of the appropriate variables. Subsequently, defining detection as occurring wheneverp exceeds a specified threshold levelpo and, using the above results, the upcrossing and downcrossing statistics of the envelope process are studied. Closed form expressions for the probability mass functions (PMF's} of the interarrival time (time between two successive detections} and holding time (time between an uperossing and the first subsequent domcrossing) are obtained. Results using our partially saturated detection model reduce, in limiting cases, to results already obtained in the literature for fully saturated and unsaturated propagation. 
In general the pressure for a narrow-band ocean acoustic multipath process is given by 
X(t),Y(t)•Y(t + r),¾(t + r). The joint PDF of p(t),O(t), p(t + r),O(t + r) can be obtained from the joint PDF of X (t), Y(t ),X (t + r), ¾(t + r). A double integration over 8 (t) and 8 (t + r) of the obtained PDF will give the joint PDF of p(t) and p(t + •-).

The joint PDF of the random variables X(t),Y(t), X(t + r),Y(t + r) is
X(t + r) = •(t + r)cos 0 (t + r), Y(t + r) =p(t + r)sin O(t + r).
•en the PDF ofp( 
